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ABSTRACT 
We present Keck/NIRC2 K, band high-contrast coronagr&phic imaging of the luminous debris disk 

around the nearby, young A star HD 32297 resolved at & projected separat ion of r = 0.3--2.5" (R: 3&--
280 AU). The disk is highly warped to the north and exhibits a complex, ''wavy'' surface brightneas 
profile interior to r R: 110 AU, where the peaks/plateaus in the profiles are shifted between the NE 
and SW disk lobes. The SW side of the disk is 5()-100% brighter at r = 35-80 AU, and the location of 
its peak brigbtness roughly coincides with the disk's mm emission peak. Spectral energy distribution 
modeling suggests that HD 32297 has at leaat two dust populations tbat may originate from two 
separate belts likely at different locations, possibly at distances coinciding with the surface brightness 
peaks. A disk model fur a single dust belt including a phase function with two components and a &--10 
AU pericenter offset explains the disk's warped structure and reproduces some of the surface brightness 
profile's shape (e.g. the overall "wavy" profile, the SB peak/plateau shifts) but more poorly reproduces 
the disk's brightness asymmetry and the profile at wider separations (r > 110 AU) . Although there 
may be &1ternate explanations, agreement between the SW disk brightness peak and disk's peak rom 
emission is consistent with an overdensity of very small, sub-blowout-sized dust and large, 0.1":"'1 mm
sized grains at '" 45 AU tracing the same parent population of. planetesimals. New near-ill and 
submm observations may be able to clarify whether even more complex grain scattering properties or 
dynamic&! sculpting by an unseen planet are required to explain HD 32297's disk structure. 
Subject headings: stars: early-type, planetary systems, stars: individual HD 32297 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Debris disks are signposts of planets and planet forma
tion (e.g. Wyatt 2008; Kenyon and Bromley 2008) . Sup
porting this picture, the two stars with independently 
confirmed, directly imaged planetary systems HR 8799 
and fJ Pictoris (Marois et al . 2008, 2010; Currie et al. 
2011&; Lagrange et al. 2010) are surrounded by luminous 
debr"s disks (Smith and Terrile 1984; Rhee et a1. 2007; 
Su et al . 2009). Similarly, Fbmalhaut has a candidate 
planetary companion IQcated just interior to the star'. 
bright debris ring (Kalas et a1. 2008). 

In the absence of a directly imaged planet, re
solved imaging of debris disks may prOvide indirect ev
idence for a. massive planet's existence, may help con
strain the uiuleen planet's properties, and thus can 
help identify promising . targets for future direct imag
ing (e.g. Wyatt et a1. 199~). Fbr example, the in
clined or "warped" component of fJ Pictoris's debris 
disk (Heap et al. 2000; Golimowski et al. 2006) is likely 
due to the directly imaged planet (Augereau et al. 2001; 
Dawson et al. 2011) and &1so provides an estimate for 
the planet's mass independent of planet cooling mod
els (Lagrange et al. 2010). Dynamic&! sculpting by a 
planet/planets may explain the sharp inner edge and 
pericenter offset of Fomalhaut's debris ring (Kalas et al. 
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2005; Quillen et &1. 2006; K&1as et aI. 2008). Other de
bris disk structures may be due to non-planet processes, 
in particular interactions with the interstellar medium 
or perturbations from 8. nearby star, as lias been pro. 
posed to explain images of dis!<s around HD 15115 and 
HD 61005 (e.g. Kalas et aI. 2007; Hines et &1. 2007). 

The nearby (d = 112:':1~ pc; van Leeuwen 2007) A5 
star HD 32297 is another example of a young star . sur
rounded by a luminous, spatially-resolved, debris disk. 
At 30 Myr old (Kalas et &1. 2005), . it is ronghly co
eval with HR 8799 and may probe debris disk evolution 
at a stage just after they are most collisionally active 
(Kenyon and Bromley 2008; Currie et al. 2008, 2009). 
Like fJ Pic and HR 8799, HD 32297 has a large infrared 
(ffi) excess emission due to circumstellar dust first iden
tified from IRAS data. Schneider et &1. (2005) thus se
lected HD 32297 for Hubble Space Telescope(HST) NlC
MOS (F110W) coronagraphic imaging and resolved the 
disk out to an angular distance (from the star) of ~ 3.3" 
(~400 AU). HD 32297 was subsequently resolved in the 
optical (Kalas 2005), near-ill (1.6--2.2 }"m, Debes et al. 
2009; Mawet et aI. 2009), thermal infrared (1()-2O }"m, 
Moerchen et al. 2007; Fitzgerald et al. 2007), and mil
limeter (1.3mm Maness et &1. 2008). 

Previous work has claimed that HD 32297's disk struc
ture is shaped by planet sculpting as well as non-planet · 
processes. Debes et aI. (2009) identified an asymmetry 
in the disk scattering efficiency between the northeast 
and southwest sides (see also Kalas 2005). They ar
gued that ISM sculpting explains this feature much like 
it explains some properties of the HD 15115 and HD 
61005 disks. Schneider et aI. (2005) identified a bright
ness asymmetry between the two disk sides, a feature 
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consistent with sculpting by a m8BSive planet (see also 
Ma.~ess et al. 2008). 

T;'e two mechanisms, ISM sculpting and planets, are 
not mutually exclusive. New images of the HD 15115 
and HD 61005 disks reveal cleared inner regions and/or 
pericenter offse~, both 01 which are plausibly due to a 
plaLetary companion (Rodigas et al. 2012; Buenzli et al. 
2010). Additionally, multiple debris belts, scaled ana
logues to the solar system's asteroid belt and Kuiper beit, 
are also likely planet signposts and may reside around 
HD 61005, HD 15115, and HD 32297 (Fitzgerald et al. 
2010; M3!less et al. 2008; Rodigas et al. 201Z). 

To determine which mechanisms are responsible for 
shaping HD 32297'. debris disk structure, we need new, 
higb signal·to-noise images with which to derive precise 
disk properties. Although Schneider et al. (2005) iden
tify a disk brightness asymmetry consistent with planet 
sculpting, they caution that the disk brightness measure
ments close to the coronagraphic spot (r ~ 0.3-0.4") 
which provide the basi. for this asymmetry are highly 
uncertain. PSF subtraction errors due to the completely 
opaque NICMOS coronagraphic spot may limit our abil' 
ity to conclusively identify disk structure at these small, 
speckle-dominated separations. Moreover, if the asym
metry identified a planet-induced denaity structure, it 
should align with the mm emission peak (Maness et al. 
2008). However, it is not clear whether these asymme
tri.. are aligned and thus whether they identify small 
and large grains originating from the same parent popu
lation. The Palomar/ K. image from Mawet et al. (2009) 
has limited spatial resolution. While they did recover 
Schneider et al. 's brightness asymmetry, higher spatial 
resolution observations could con6rm and help clarify the 
physical origin 01 this and other features. For example, 
new ditta could identify breaks in the disk brightness pro
file that may reveal evidence lor the multiple debris belta 
inferred from modeling unresolved IR data. 

Tb further clarify the nature of the HD 32297 debris 
disk, we present new coronagraphic imaging obtained at 
K. (~ 2 fJm) with the Keck telescope on Mauna Kea, 
resolving the disk at angular separations 010.&-2.5". §2 
describes our observations and extraction 01 the disk im
ages. In §3, we investigate basic disk properties (position 
angle, full-width hall-ma.ximum, and surface brightness) 
as a function of angular separation from the star. We 
then combine imaging with new, unresolved broadband 
photometry from the Spitzer Space Telescope and the 
WISE satellite to constrain the disk structure and iden
tify . he location(s) of the disk emission (§4). Finally, 
we compare our analyses to those from previous work on 
HD 32297 (§5) and investigate the physical mechanisms 
responsible lor sculpting the disk emission (§6). 

2. NIRC2 DATA 

2.1. Observations 

We imaged HD .32297 on UT November 20, 2011 with 
the NIRC2 camera mounted on Keck II using the K. fil
ter (Ao = 2.16 fJm) in the narrow camera mode (9.952 
mas/pixel Velda et al. 2010) with correlated dOljble sam
pling. The Keck AO system delivered diffraction limited 
images with a FWHM of ~ 4.9 pixels (~49 mas).Tb en
hance our ability to extract the HD 32297 disk emission 
from the bright steilar halo, we centered the star behind 

the 0.6" diameter, partially-transmissive coronagraphic 
spot and used the "large hex)) pupil plane mask. 

Our HD 32297 data consist of coadded 30s exposures 
with a cumulative integration time of 20 minutes and 
were taken through transit (HA = . [-0.2;!,0.35j) in ''ver-. 
tical angle" or angular differential imaging mode (ADI, 
Marois et al. 2006). Over the course of these exposures, 
the parallactic angle changed by 36 degrees. While light 
cirrus caused fluctuations in the source transmission (as 
measured from the PSF core behind the coronagraphic 
mask) on the order of ~ 10%, observing conditions were 
otherwise stable. 

To flux calibrate the data, we measure the flux of the 
PSF core of HD 32297 aa viewed through the partially 
transmissive coronagraphic mask and corrected for the. 
extinction through the maak. Tb determine the extinc
tion, we use Keck/NIRC2 K. observationS of HD 15115 
taken in August 2011 in photometric conditions with the 
same coronagraphic spot size that were fiux-.calibrated 
with a standard star HD 3029. From the August data, we 
measure the extinction through the 0.6" spot to be 6.91 ± 
0.15 mags, slightly less than but comparable to extinction 
estimates in K. for 1- 2" spot diameters (Metchevet aI. 
2009). Uncertainties in the aperture correction inside 
the coronagraphic spot due to scattered light from the 
spot edge limit the precision of our estimate. We did 
observe a photometric standard (p486r) 90 minutes after 
our HD 32297 imaging sequence. Althongh conditions 
became highly variable during the standard star obser
vations due to patchy cloud coverage, oUr .absolute flux 
calibration implied from the least extincted standard star 
fr.ames agrees with that derived from the coronagraph 
transmission to within 0.3 magnitudes. 

2.2. l:nage Processing 

Basic image processing and high-contrast imaging 
techniques follow methods outlined in Currie et al. 
(2010, 2011a,b). We employ standard dark subtraction 
and flatfielding corrections, identify and interpolate over 
hot/cold pixels, and apply the distortion correction de
termined from Velda et al. (2010). For image registra
tion, we exploit the fact that the PSF core is visible 
through the coronagraphic mask and is unsaturated. We 
register each image to subpixel (a",n '" 0.1 pixels) ac
curacy by determining the centroid position of the first 
image in the· sequence and then determining the rela
tive offset between the reference image and subsequent 
images by solving for the peak. in the cross-correlation 
function for each image pair. Finally, we subtract off a 
radial profile to remove the smooth seeing halo and make 
a second pass through the images to identify remainirlg 
bad pixels. 

To ext,act a detection of the HD 32297 disk, we adopt 
. the Locally Optimized Combination of Images approach 
(LOCI Lafreniere et 0.1. 2007), using an updated ver
sion of the LOCI-based code employed in Currie et 0.1. 
(2011b), which will be detailed later (Currieet al. 2012, 
T. Currie, 2012 in prep.). Following Thalmann et al. 
(2011), we reduce the data using "conservative" LOCI 
settings more appropria.te for extended sources (i.e. 
disks, not planets), where we consider rotation gaps 6 of 
1.5-5x FWHM, optimization areas (NA ) of 100Q-3000x 
the FWHM area, optimization geometries g of 0.5-2, 
and subtraction annuli (dr) of 5-10 pixels wide (see 



Lafreniere et a1. 2007, for more details). To determine 
the signal-to-noise per resolution element of our disk de
tection, we convolve the image with a beam size equal to 
- 1 FWHM and compare pixel counts to the standard 
dev'.ation of counts within a ·1 FWHM-wide annulus'o. 
Finally, we correct for photometric/astrometric biases in
he",nt in LOCI-based processing by imputing fake disks 
intc each registered image and comparing the predicted 
and measured disk properties (e.g. surface brightness, 
full-width half maximum, position angle). Our ·method 
follows that first developed by Rodigas et al. (2012) and 
is described in full in the Appendix. 

2.3. HD 92297 Disk Image 

Figure 1 shows the image and signal-to-noise map for 
our tlconservativen LOCI reduction assumi,ng a rotation 
gap criterion of 02: 2.5, NA = 3000, g = 1, and dr = 10 
which balances our ability to detect the disk at small sep~ 
arations by attenuating speckles (favoring smaller d, N A) 
but without over8ubtracting the disk (favoring larger d, 
NA) . As evidenced by the signa.l-to-noise map we detect 
the disk at SNR 2: 3 from r = 2.5" all the ~ay to the 
edge of the coronagraphic spot at 0.3". The peak signa.l
to-noise per pixel is ~ 19. The disk emission along the 
midplane is more than lOu significant at 0.8&-1.4" , while 
BOrne regions of disk emission at 0.3--0.5" on the SW side 
are 'till more than 5-00 significant. Visually inspecting 
the image and signal-ta-noise map revOOls significant disk 
structure. Most notably, the disk emission traces a dis
tinct lebow' shape, where the disk poaition angle clearly 
changes with radial separation. 

Forthermore, the disk exhibits a significant brightness 
asymmetry at small separations (r < 0.7"). Figure 2 
redisplays our disk il7lage with a different color stretch 
to better illustrate the brightness differences between the 
two 'ides of the disk. Interior to r = 0.35" (identified 
with a circle), the SW side is significantly brighter than 
both the NE side as well as any pixel value for residual 
speckles located at different azimuthal separations· the 
NE side has a peak brightness only slightly larger than 
the brightest speckle. Exterior to this separation, there. 
are no residual speckles as bright as either side of the 
disk, and the SW is still clearly brighter at least out to 
r '" 0.6" (yellow/red region on the SW side). 

Our Keck K. image agrees well with the previous 
best K. resnlts, which were obtained with the extreme
AO Well-Corrected Sub-Aperlure on Palomar presented 
by Mawet et al. (2009) using classical (not ADI) imag
ing. Convolved to the Palomar/WCS beamsize (Figure 
2, bottom panel), our image strongly resembles that of 
Mawet et a1. 's. The disk appears highly asymmetric with 
the SW side being brighter extending all the way to the 
coronagraphic spot (O.3/~ in our image compared to 0.4" 
in theirs). As with the Mawet et a1. (2009) data, the NE 
side appears fainter and truncated. Moreover, the bright
est portion of the disk on the SW side roughly overlaps 
with the mm continuum peak (Maness et al. 2(08). 

. 3. ANALYSIS 

10 The focus of this paper ls imaging and characterizing the HD 
32297 debris disk. While we do not present data reductions with 
methocia more optimized for point source detection, we pl.&n to do 
80 in a future work 
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Here, we investigate the HD . 32297 disk geometry 
and surface bnghtness profile, following methods simi
lar to those described in Rodigas et al. (2012) . We per
form . analysis on the image shown in Figure 1. The 
~isk properties we report are corrected for photomet~ 
nc/ astrometric biases inherent in LOCI processing (see 
Appendix). . 

3.1. Disk FWHM 

To better ~ the lID 32297 disk morphology, we 
measure the d.sk FWHM perpendicUlar to the disk's ma
jor axis as a function of stellocentric, distance. First we 
identify the brightest pixeis at each radial aeparatio~ for 
tbe NE and SW lobes, respectively. Next, we place a 5 
plXel by 21 pixel box centered on the brightest pixel and 
su~ up the counts/pixel along each row of the box, pro
duc.ng a 1D array of 21 values. Finally, we fit a Gaussian 
to this array, which yields the disk midplane location and 
the disk FWHM at that location. 

Figure 3 displaye the disk FWHM as a function of .tel
k,centric distance for the NE (purple) and SW (green) 
BIdes. The errors correspond to the residuals of the Gaus
sian fits divided by the "throughput" for the disk FWHM 
as determined in the Appendix. On both sides, the disk 
FWHM steadily deerellBOS from ~ 0.25" at i = 1.5" to 
P:I 0.15" at r = 1", Interior to r = I"] the disk FWHM 
fluctuates about a constant .value, though this behavior 
is likely due to the difficulty of fitting a GaUSllian pra
file in speckle-dominated regions, not bona fide clumpy 
structure. Beyond r = 1.5", where the disk emission ap
proaches the photon noise limit, the FWHM estimates 
fluctuate wildly. 

3.2. Disk Position Angle 

To quantify the "bow" structure easily seen in Fig
ure 1 and identify any additional warping, we calculate 
the disk position angle as a function of stellocentric dis
tance for both the NE and SW sides using the disk mid
plane pixel locations from the Gaussian fits described in 
§3.L The position angle uncertainty at each radius re
sults from the difference between the Gaussian-fitted disk 
midplane location at the radius and a midplane location 
defined by the brightest pixel. Here we formally assume a 
syetematic uncertainty of 0.009° from the Yelda et al. a&
trQmetric calibration, althongh fitting errors alwaye dom
inate. 

Beyond r = 0.9", both sides ofthe disk maintain" con
otant position angle, althongh they are misaligned by 3--4 
degrees. Between 0.3" and 0.9", though the disk emis
sion on both sides curves towards the ~orth with the 
position angle decreasing on the NE side by :nore than 

. 20° and increasing by ~ 10° on the SW side. On the 
SW side, this curvature is not continuous, leveling off at 

.232° at 0.5-Q.6" before resuming at smaller separations. 
Beyond r = 1.6", the disk exhibits ·no obvious curv ... 
ture/warping, though photon noise degrades the preci-
sion of our estimates. . . 

3.3. Disk Surface Brightness Profile 

1b cal.cniate the disk surface brightness (SB), we fol
low Rodigas et al. (2012) and determine the median sur
face brightness in mJy/arc8ec' in a 18-pixel diameter 
circular a.perture. We determine uncertainties In the me-: 
dian disk surface brightness (also in mJy/arC1!ed') at 
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a glven angular separation in a way analogous to that 
which we used to determine the disk SNR/pixeL .specif
ically, at each pixel radius .corresponding to a Gaussian
fitted disk midplane location we calculate the uncertainty 
in SB within non-overlapping circular apertures identi
cal in size to that which we use to determine the disk SB 
and covering a.ll azimuthal angles exterior to the disk. 
We adopt the standard deviation of these SB estimates 
as the uncertainty in the disk SB at each radius. 

Figure 4' displays the surface brightness profiles for 
bot.'" sides of tbe disk. On both sides, the disk steadily 
brightens from.r == 2.5" to r = 1". However, at smaller 
separations the profiles change dramatically. On the NE 
side, the disk has a roughly constant brightness at 0.5-
0.9" before brightening from 3 to 6 mJy/arcse'{) at 0.5" 
to 0.4". The SW side of the disk displays a similar be
havior: a nearly constant brightness at 0.7-0.9", a possi
ble slight dip in brightness at 0.7", and a sharp jump in 
brightness by a factor of 4 from 0.7" to 0.4". ' Thus, the 
disk SB profile appears "wavy" interior to r = 1". 

The two sidea of the disk differ slightly in some other 
important respects. The locations of the peaks/plateaus 
closer to the star for the NE side than for the SW side. 
The shifted profiles are consistent with the dust ring be
ing located at different stella centric distances between 
the NE and SW sides: a pericenter offset. The NE side 
also plateaus and may drop slightly at T ~ 0.3--{).35". 
Conversely, on the SW side the disk continueato brighten 
all the way to our inner working angle of 0.3". 

Moreover) our analysis confirms evidence for a. bright
neas asymmetry between the NE and SW sides. These 
differences are significant even at small sepa.rations where 
we aeteet the disk at a lower SNR. Interior to 0.6/1, the 
median uncertainty in the disk SB is ~ 2.8 on the NE 
side and 4.6 on the SW side. While these uncertaintiea 
are large, they are significantly smaller than the bright
ness differences at r = 0.5--0.6' ,where the SW side is 2-3 
times brighter. At these angular separations, the +/- 1-0-
range in SB between the two sides do not overlap. The 
SW side of the disk is 50% brighter at r ~ 0.3--{).4", al
though the large error bars for the NE side SB make this 
difference less statistically significant. 

We model the surface brightness profiles over r = 0.3-
2.5" to derive 'power law indices a and b assuming a func
tionsl form of leX) = aX'. AB a first guess, we take 
the logarithm of the surface brightness, adopt uniform 
weighting to each datapoint, and estimate the ~ in
dices by fitting a straight line and deriving the slope. We 
then refine our power law index estimates by performing 
a Levenberg-Marquardt minimization, while considering 
measurement errors. To more precisely estimate the lo
cations of the power law breaks, we perform the above 
steps iteratively, varying the break locations and adopt
ing ones that minimize the reduced )(2 between the data 
and the model. 

Table 1 summarizes our results. We fail to identify 
any power law to either lobe that quantitatively fits the 
entire radia.l extent of the disk. For the NE (SW) side, 
the goodness-of-fit value (R') declines to zero at rin ~ 
La" (0.9"). Assuming a single power law for both sides, 
we derive best-fit coefficients of a = 2.13, b = -6.01 at r = 
1.05--2.5" for the NE side and a = 1.72, b = -5.49 for the 
SW side at r = 0.95-2.5". However, the goodness-of-fit 

criterion for the NE side is low (R' ~ 0.75), indicating 
that' at least this side may be best modeled as a broken 
power law (see also Schneider et a.l. 2005; Debes et a.l. 
2009). 

For the NE side, the best-fit indices assuming a broken 
power law are a = 2.23, b = -6.19 at r = 1.1-1.4" and 
a = 1.31, b = -5.13 at r = 1.4-2.5". For the SW side, 
the best-fit indices are similar: .a = 1.78, b = -5.71 at 
r = 1-1.6" and a = 1.66, b = -5.33 at r = 1.65--2.5"". 
Formally, our values for b have a large uncertainty since 
the goodness-of-fit criterion remains above 0.95 for a ± 
20% and b ± 0.5. 

We can compare our SB profiles to those from 
Schneider et a.l. (2005) and Debes at a.l. (2009) to under
stand how the profiles change with wavelength. In gen
eral, ,the shape of the SB profiles show good agreement 
with those derived from 1.1 p.m data by Schneider et a.l. 
(2005). Although they do not draw attention to any 
steep increase in SB at r = 0.5-0.7", their Figure 2 pre>

. vides some evidenoe for this feature; at 1eaet on the SW 
side. While we do not find evidence for a steep drop in 
SB at r = 0.3--{).5" for the NE side as they do, the SB 
does plateau at r = 0.4" and drop slightly. The 2.05 p.m 
profile from Debes et a.l. (2009) does not extend to r < 
0.5-0.6", so we cannot know whether they too find evi
dence for a jump in SB at small separations. Our profiles 
are significantly "'.eeper than those from Schneider et a.l. 
(2005) and Debes et al. (2009) at r > 1 " obtained at 
shorter wavelengths (Figure 5). 

4. DEBRlS DISK MODELING 

4.1. Scattered Light Modelir!g 

To understand the disk's grain properties and morphol
ogy, we compare our image to synethetic resolved disk 
IDQdela with a range of scattering properties. We mod
eled a number density distribution of dust for the disk in 
the following cylindrical form, which allows for a variety 
of disk morphologies: 

N(r, z) =";p (r ~;a ) exp C;~), r < rb..ak (1) 

= (_r _) -~ , r ~ 'D,eak (2) 
'Dna!< 

where To can be interpreted as the location of a birth ring 
of planetesimals generating a collisional cascade of dust 
with a characteristic width U T . We assume a Gaussian 
scale height to the disk at all radii, and we a.llow for a 
power-law decrease in dust density beyond BOme radius 
"break, thus a.llowing for combinations of ring-like and 
disk-like structures. We place dust particles at various 
distances from the star following the density distribution 
above and distribute them uniformly in the azimuthal 
angle (9). To derive the integrated surface brightneas, 
we project the density distribution on a two dimensional 
plane after transforming the coordinates of dust particles 
to account for inclination and position angle and scale 
the result to the observed surface brightness of the disk 

11 While the inner and outer fitted radU reported here are the 
ones for which a power law fit is moat applicable, we obtll.in similar 
results fOJ' slightly different radii: e.g. for "tn = 0.9511 and Totit 
=1.65". 
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in the Keck images. The surface brightness, F I of each 
particle is determined from its distance from the star 
and its scattering angle w assuming a two component 
Henyey.Greenstein phase function: 

the measured profile appears to flatten at r '" 0.4" I espe-
cially for the NE side. Furthermore, our scattered light 
model predicts that the disk emission should be roughly 
axisymmetric. However, at r < 0.6" the disk's SW side is 
significantly brighter and the profile breaks appear offset. 

. 2 2 The ~'k'S asymmetric SB profile breaks could indi-
F ( 1 ) [ 1 - 9, + 1 - 9,cate an mmetry in the disk's distance from the star 

ex r2 + z' a, (1 + 91- 29' cos w) 1.5 a, (1 + 9? - 292 _1111\1" on of position angle: e.g. a pericenter offset. 
. To investigate whether a pericenter offset better repro-

A multi-component phase function for circumstellar duces the SB profile, we reconstruct a scattered light 
dust may be favored. For example, the phase function model with identical grain scattering properties as our 
of zodiacal dust in thl' Solar System has been modeled two-component model but make the SW side of the disk 
with multiple Henyey-Greenstein components, includ- 5-10 AU closer to the star than the NE side (Figure 8) . 
ing •• ignificant backscattering component (Hong et aI. This model predicte that the NE .ide's SB profile hreak 
1985). Recently, observations of HR 4796A's disk .ur- .tarts at wider .eparations (r ~ 1.1" VB. 0.9" for the 
face brightnes. as a function of scattering angle showed SW side) and that the SW .ide should be brighter at 
an incredibly flat in£erred ph .... function for its d\lBt at 0.fr.O.9", in agreement with the observed SB profiles. 
scattering angles> 50° (Dalle Ore et aI. 2011) , and ob- The pericenter offset model's fidelity isn't perfect: the 
servations of the protoplanetary disk HD 100546 at mul- SW side is significantly underluminous and the exact 
tiple wavelengthe r"quire forward scattering grains where locations of the breaks are not well reproduoed. How-
the phase function becomes flatter at scattering angles ' ever, its SUcce!ll! in reproducing the asymmetric SB pro-
> 38° (Mulders et aI. 2012). . . file breaks motivatee more detailed scattered light disk 

Figure 6 displays the model that best reproduces the modeling. In particular, all single ring models (regard-
overall disk morphology and two rejected models. We less of any pericenter offset) predict that the di.k'. sides 
attempted several possible structures and combinations should be equally luminous at r ~ 0.3-0.4". Our data 
of parameters, obtaining a good fit to the data with the indicate otherwise (the SWside is . still brighter by ~ 
model preeented in Table 2 and shown in the left panel. 50%), sUggesting the need for further modifications for 
A more rigorous exploration of parameter space and their our scattered light model. New, higher SNR images of 
possible degeneracies is beyond the scope of this paper. HD 32297's disk will clarify the angular .eparation range 

To account for its warped, bow-shaped appearance, the over which the SW side is brighter and thus provide im-
disk must oonwn some highly forward scattering grains portant coustraints for future di.k modeling. 
at r ~ 110 AU, which ca\lBe a brightnes. &Byrometry be- . .. . 
tween the front and back sides of the di.k. At low scat- 4.2. Spectral Energy D..,tribut,on ModeJmg 
tering angles (small projected separations) the brightnes. For a separate but related probe of the HD 32297 di.k 
&Bymmetry i. more pronounced than at larger projected properties, we modeled the disk speqtral energy diatri-
separations, causing .a cha.nge in the midplane position bution (SED) from point-8Ource photometry including 
angle. This type of "warping" structure is also seen newly-available data from the Spitzer Space Telescope, 
in HD 15115 (Debes et al. 2008; Rodigas et aI. 2012). WISE mission, and AKARI satelllte (Werner et al. 
However, the sharp breaks in the .urface brightness at 2004; Wright et al. 2010; Murakami et al. 2007). Table 
~ 1" are hard to reproduce with typical.ingle component 3 lists the photometric data we coDHider. 
Hell)",y-Greenstein phase functions (middle panel), re- Our method. follow those outlined in Plavchan et al. 
quiring a flatter ph&Be function at larger scattering angles (2009), where we identify the best-fit dust tempera-
(left panel). The surface brightnese breaks could con- ture(s), grain properties, and effective emitting areas in-
ceivably be reproduced by a superposition of two rings oorporating a downhill simplex algorithm ("Amoeba") as 
of isotropically scattering dust (right panel), hut .uch described in Press et aI. (1992) . We consider cases where 
a configuration does not give rise to the disk's warped the . dust radiates like a blackbody .uch that rdu. I,AU = 
appe!",ance: We cannot exclude .the presence of a see-. (280K/T)'xJL ... r /L0 and where the dust's emiBSiv-
ond mner rmg (I.e. at r ~ 35-50 AU) for our modeled ity scales with the effective grain size beyond a criti-
dust phase fu!,ction, especially if the dust in th~ disk at cal wavelength (Backman et aI. 1992), f ex oX -P, which 
WIder separatlODB IB slilfhtly less forward scatter~ than . can pla.ce grains of a given temperature at larger dis-
we have modeled. ThIB would allow the lu.ner dIsk to tances. We .olve for the disk model parameters that 
dO~IDate the surface brightness at small projected sopa- minimize the fit residuals relative to the flux (rmsrol = 
rations. . ~("" t.-jFlux-J'/N) In all cases we aseume that 

Although our two-component forward scattering model t L..,=,o 'ulat·' c_:_ _co-acto 1st! . . , . 
. . l·t d ke ~'-k feat Fi 7 e gram pop ,ons ='0. a """" r ,c 51ze: ,or slm-
lS sImp e, 1 repro uces some y"", urea. gure )"cit we do not con.ider a ain·ze d· t ·b t" . 
and 8 (left panel) compares this model to the observed PlY, . gr 51 IS rJ U Ion. 
SB fil Th d I I , ---"~- . d · . Even though we mclude photometry not prev,ously 

pro e. e mo e c ear,y 8U== 1D repro ucmg d led fi likel b hi hi d ( 
the disk warping at r < I" and the surface brightness mo e , our ts are. y to e g y egenerat~ e.g. 

fil b ak/t t 110 AU Th d I . , Maness et al. 2008; FItzgerald et al . 2007) . The~efore, 
pro e re urnover a ~ . e mo e gr8Jl1ll ·nstead f·d tifyi th . I best-fit dId 959'< 
strong forward scattering at small angles causes the disk 1 0 1, en ng e smg e mo e an o. 
to · appear very bright again a.t small projected separa- confidence mterval, we use several separate SED model 
t · ( 06") Th· , t ·th red runs to explore more fucUl!Od quest,ons about the HD ,ons r <. . IS ,ea ure agrees W1 our measu 32297 d· k t ·es. 
SB profile (Figure 8), though taken at face value the I. proper' . 
mod.1 predicts that thia brightness acoeleratee, whereas • Model 1 - A Single Dust Population - Here we 
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assume that only one dust popWation contributeS 
to the disk's ffi-to-mm emission and allow fJ to 
vary. Our goal with this fit is to determine whether 
HD 32297's disk must have more than one dust 
population. 

• Model 2 - Two Dust Populations, One Dust 
Belt at a Fixed Location - Here we include two 
dust populations and allow their emissivity laws to 
vary but fix them. to the same location. We place 
the helt at r = 85 AU, or roughly interior to where 
the disk surface brightness profile begins to flatten. 
Our goal here is to determine whether more than 
one dust location is required. 

• Models 3-5 - Two Dust Populatlons/Belta, 
Fixed Emissivity - Here we identify tbe best
fitting model with two dust populations in two dis
tinct helta, assuming either that the grains hehave 
as blackbodies or ha.ve a ..\-1 emissivity law, This 
approach follows that of Maness et aI. (2008) and • 
will allow us to assess whether their formalism pro
vides a better match to the photometry than as
suming one dust population/helt. 

• Model j; - Two Dust Populations/Belts, 
Variable Emissivity, Fixed Location - Here; 
we fix the locations of the dust to the peak of the 
surface brightness profiles: ~ 0.4" and ~ 1" or 45 
AU and 110 AU, which roughly cover the locations 
of the SB plateaus in the NE and SW sides. Our 
goal here is to see whether 1"e can identify a good
fitting disk model that identifies the local maxima 
in the surface brightness profile as the locations of 
two separate debris belts. 

o Models 'T-9 - Three Dust Populations/Belts, 
Variable Emissivity, Variable/Fixed Loca
tion - Maness et aI. (2008) suggest that three sep
arate dust populations are needed to fit the HD 
32297 SED. In one case, we fix all the helts to be 
at 85 AU and incorporate a third, warmer dust 
population varying in grain. size and emissivity. In 
two cases, we fix the outer two dust belts at 45 AU 
and 110 AU, while varying grain size and emissiv
ity and incorporate a third warmer dust population 
varying in in radius, gra.in size, and emissivity. 

Figure 9 displays BOrne of our SED modeling results, 
which are reported in Table 4. For all best-fit modeJs, 
the stellar effective temperature is T. ~ 7870-7890 K 
and the star has little extinction (Av < 0.03). Regard
less of our assumed ·particle emissivity law, a single dust 
population model (Modell, top-left panel) poorly repro
duce. the SED, as was found previously (Fitzgerald et aI. 
2007), significantly underpredicting the flux density at 8-
22 pm. Formally, having two or three dust populations 
in one belt at 85 AU (i.e. top-right panel) significantly 
improves the fit (rmBrel = 0.05-0.08). However, the re
quired grain sizes are too small (~ 4 nm-o.2 pm) to be 
realistic. Thus, the dust likely arises from more th8Jl one 
single-temperature dust population with given grain size 
and emissivity power law. 

Fits assuming blackbody grains but incorporating two 
duSt components at different locations significantly im
prove the fit (rmBr<1 ~ 0.16; top-right) compared to 

a single dust component model. Tbe fits imply that 
the dust responsible for 10-1000 pm emission is at 1.2-
22 AU or r ~ 0.0I-o.2",but Fitzgerald et al. (2007) , 
Moerchen et al. (2007), and Maness et aI. (2008) show. 
that the disk emission instead originates on scal~ more 
comparable to "" 30-100 AU. The broad range of or
bital radii is indicative of the significant model degen
eracies involved. Aesuming that at least one of the dust 
components has an emissivity of fJ = 1 yields fits with 
larger grains (0.3-3 pm) but worsens the fit (rrnBrel ~ 
0.17-0.21). Thus, if the dust disk geometries approxi
mate thin, isothermal rings and consistent of grains dom· 
insted by a single, characteristic size, the grains likely 
have emissivity power laws somewhere between 0 and 1. 

The bottom panels of Figure 9 show that it might be 
possible for the debris rings to resi.de at locations equal to 
the scattered light brightness peaks (r "" 45 AU, 110 AU) 
and reproduce the ffi to mm disk emission. A two dust 
population model (Model 6; bottom-left) reproduces the 
SED well at 1-8 pm and 17-1300 pm but underpredicts 
the disk emission at ~ 12 pm by ~ 50%. Starting with 
the Model 6 results and incorporating a third dust pop
ulation, we reproduce the SED if the dust is at ~ 14 
AU (171 K), although the emissivity power law for this 
population is unphysical (fJ ~ 7.3)12 and the grain sizes 
for the coldest dust oomponent are too small (Model 8). 
However, allowing the emissivity law and grain sizes for 
all three components to vary yields an excellent fit to 
the data (RMS ~ 0.06). The emissivity laws and grain 
sizes for this model (Model 9; bottom-right) are reason
able (fJ = 0.37-0.77; a = 0.20-0.70 pm). Here, the third 
component is at '" 1 AU with a temperature of '" 430 
K and is responsible for the weak 8 pm excess and suI>
stantially contributes to the disk emission at 12-17 pm. 
Thus, although it is not necessary, it is a.t least possible 
to identify .the surface brightness profile peake at 45 AU 
and 110 AU with separate thin dust rings responsible for 
broadband emission at 8-1300 pm provided that there 
exists an unresolved, warmer dust component located in~ 
terior to 45 AU. 

We emphasize that the model fits we report in Table 
4 are but some of many possibile fits, the range of which 
is further limited by our input assumptions .abont the 
disk. For example, because our model is set up only 
to consider infinitely thin, isothermal rings, it is unclear 
whether the wa.rmer dust emission we identify originates 
in a separate ring or rather an annulus, the outer edge 
of which we see at wider separations. Given the ex
treme number of model degeneracies, the m08t we can 
say is that 1) the debris emission must originate from 
more than one population at 2) multiple locations and 3) 
among the many possibile configurations, the du.t pop
ulations may coincide with the surface brightness peaks. 
Th make further progress, we need high spatial resolu
tion, high SNR iroaging of the disk at a wider range of 
wavelengths to derive much more stringent constraints on 
the dust sizes/scattering properties and location(s) of the 
dust population(s) (e.g. Debes et aI. 2009; Rodigas et al. 
2012). 

12 This model run finds fJ ..... 7.3 as the I'beet-fit" model because 
the Amoeba code treats fJ as a. true free parameter, regardless of 
whether the value is physical, and exploits a gap in SED coverage 
a.t ..... 10 Jim to achieve & better fit. 



5. COMPARISONS TO PREVIOUS HD 32297 RESULTS 

From. optical coroDagraphic imaging, Kalas et a1. 
(2005) find evidence for warping in the HD 32291's disk 
especially for the NE side, where the disk at r > 500-6()() 
AU appears swept back compared to midplane regions 
&t ,mailer apgular separations. They attribute the warp 
to ISM sculpting of the disk as it moves south through 
ISM material. The warped structure we resolve curve, 
in the opposite direction from that expected due to ISM 
sculpting (see images for HD 32297/15115/ 61005 from 
Debes et al . 2009) and does so for both sides of the disk. 
FUrthermore, ISM sculpting should be prominent only at 
larger separations in our images, where the disk is wea.kly 
detected (r > 1.5"), because the grains need time to be
come entrained in the ISM flow (e.g. Debes et 0.1. 20(9). 
However, optical and near-IR imaging probe two very dif
ferent characteristic grain populations, and the size scales 
over which we resolve the disk do not overlap. Thus, our 
resu,ts are not in conflict. Rather, ISM sculpting may ex
plain the optical image but does not explain the near-ffi 
image, 

W. confirm and clarify three major claims from previ
ous near-ffi imaging (Schneider et al. 2005; Mawet et al. 
2009; Debes et al. 2009). First, ·we verify the brightness 
asymmetry found by Schneider et al. and Mawet et al. 
(2009) at small (r ~ 45-55 AU) separations and show 
that it persists down to r ~ 35 AU, albeit at a 
lower statistical significance. Seoond, we reoover a 
break/deviation in the SB power law at r ~ 100 AU found 
by Debes et al. (2009). Our new results show that the 
SB profile at smaller separations does not follow an ex
tension of the power law describing the disk at larger sep
arations: instead, it appears wavy. Finally, Mawet et al. 
(2009) claim that the NE side of the disk emission is 
truncated at r ~ 0.6". We find that the NE SB profile 
flattens (not brightens) from r ~ 1" to r ~ 0.5". A ... 
suming that their ooronagraph attenuates Bome flux at 
separations slighter' greater than their inner working an
gle (0.4"), most of the NE side einission will be hidden 
from their view. In contrast, the SW side clearly begins 
to brighten at wider separations (r ~ 0.5-0.6") visible 
by Mawet et al. (2009). Thus, our results agree. 

Thermal ffi imaging from Fitzgerald et al. (2007) and 
Moerchen et al. (2007) shows that the HD 32297 disk 
has an inner clearing devoid of grains slightly larger than 
those we can probe with our data. Fitzgerald et al. find 
that the disk exhibits a bilobed structure and moSt of 
its 11 .2 p.m emission originates from r I"oJ 0.5-D.6", char
acteristic of a dust ring with an inner edge at Rl 60 AU. 
Moerchen et aJ. resolve the disk at 12 I'm and 18 I'm out 
to slightly wider se"arations (r < 1.3"). Based on the 
disk', brightness temperature, they likewise find evidence 
for an inner clearing, albeit one that is slightly larger (r ~ 
80 AU). The plateaus in our SB profiles could identify the . 
inner boundaries of dust populations (e.g. Rodig .. et al. 
2012). Under this interpretation, our image is consistent 
with a dust belt truncated at r ~ 1" (Rl 110 AU) and 
a second one at '" 0.4-0.6" (45-70 AU). Because these 
authors did not analyze their data in the same way it 
is difficult to compare their . results between each other 
and their combined results against ours. Still, their re
sults and ours are qualitatively consistent with the HD 
32297 disk having at least one dust population truncated 
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at small separations. 
In agreelDent with Maness et al. (2008)'s mm study, 

we find eVIdence for at least two dust grain popula
tions, responsible for the mid-ffi excess emission and far
ffi/submm excess, respectively (8ee also Moerchen et al. 
2007). They are able to fit the SED from 1 to 100 I'm 
but not 1300 I'm, a discrepancy they explain by · adding 
a third, cold dust population. Our modeling generally 
fits the SED from 17 I'm to 1300 I'm but slightly under
predicts emission a.t 12 p.m, a discrepancy we can solve if 
there exists an additional, unresolved warm dust popu
lation. Our different results are likely a byproduct of our 
modeling assumptions: they allow the dust populations 
to be spatIally extended but fix the particle emissivity 
law, whereas we assume the dust is confined in isother-
mal rings but allow the emissivity law to vary. . 

As noted in §3, the peak of HD 32297's mm emission 
from Maness et al. lies close to the bright inner disk re
gion on the SW side. While formally the position angle 
(Rl 46°) of the mm emission is offset by "" 10 degrees, 
it tracks the disk's position angle at wider separations 
much better. The disk's warped appearance at r < 1" is 
due to its strong forward scattering at small angles. If 
the disk's grains instead isotropically scattered starlight 
its K. emission would lie almost directly on top of th~ 
mm peak. Thus, we identify the mm and near-ffi bright
ness asymmetry as originating from the same location. 
Assuming the grains responsible for both the mm and 
near-IR emission are likely the result of conisions, they 
may trace the same parent population of planetesimals. 

5.1. Summary and FUture Work 

Using KeckjNIRC2 ·K, coronagraphic imaging, we re
solve the HD 32297 disk at a higb signal-to-noise from 
r =:= 0.3" to r = 2.5" . . "'Ie determine basic disk prop
ertIes (SB, FWHM, positIon angle), compare our image 
to dIsk models WIth a range of (grain) scattering proper
ties, and model newly-available, broadband photometry 
to provide a complementary investigation of HD 32297's 
circumstellar environment. We obtain the following ma
jor results: 

• 1. We discover that HD 32297'8 debris disk ex
hibits a prominent warped or "bow" -shaped struc-· 
ture interior to r ~ 1 " (~ 110 AU). 

• 2. Our new data clarifies the disk's surfaoe bright
ness profile at small separations. We find that it 
has a. "wavy" profile interior to r 'Y 110 AU with a 
plateau extending to r ~ 0.&-0.7" (5iH1O AU) be
fore the disk brightens by factors of 3-4 at smaller 
separations. 

• 3. The disk exhibits significant asymmetries be
tween the two sides. The SW side is brighter at · 
r ~ 0.3--0.6" by 50-150%, with the most statisti
cal differences being at r ~ 0.5-0.6". These sepa
rations are roughly where the wskls mm emission 
peaks .and are consistent with previoUs results (e.g. 
SchneIder et al. 2005). Our new analysis identifies 
new asymmetries, revealing that tbe locations of 
the peaks/plateaus in surface brightness are likely 
shifted between the two sides, conSistent with non
azimuthally symmetric structure. 
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• 4. A disk model with a flat phase function and 
strongly forward scattering grains where the dust 
ring is c~ntered on the star reproduces the abow" 
structure, margina.lly r~produces the "wavy" SB 
profile and fails to reproduce the NE/SW asym
metries. A disk model with a 5-10 AU pericenter 
offset reproduces the asymmetric SB profile breaks 
interior to r < I", although its brightness asym· 
metry i. limited to 0.5~.9" and its match to the 
SB a.t wider separations is far poorer. Thus, dust 
scattering plays a critical role in explaining key ol>
served ~isk properties, but it is unclear whether it 
explains all of the disk's properties we ideot:fy. 

• 5. HD 32297 must be surrouoded by more than 
one dust population likely 'arising from different lo
cations in the disk. Although these populations 
need not be identifiable from our image, we can fit 
the disk SED by placiug dust populations at the 
locations of the SB peaks from our image provided 
that there exists additional warm dust that ws can
not yet resolve. 

• 6. The disk's brightness peak at r '" 0.4" coincides 
with the peak mm emission (Maness et al. 2008). 
IT the grains responsible for both peaks are the re
sult of collisions, they may trace the same parent 
population of planetesimals. 

1£ summary, theHD 32297 disk appearance is 
broadly shaped by ISM interactions (Kalas et al. 2005; 
Debes et al. 2009) at wide separations and by its grain 
scatteriug properties at small separations (this work) . 
However, it is unclear whether either of these features 
by themselves explain the disk's SB profile and (esl'<'" 
cially) the disk's brightness asymmetry. FUrthermore, 
SED modeling provides evidence for multiple dust popu
lations, possibly multiple belt •. Th explain the disk'. SB 
profile/multiple dust populations and (especially) bright
ness asymmetry, we may need to invoke other mecher 
nisms. 

Planets ·can sculpt dust into debris rings (e.g. Kalas 
2005; Quillen et al. 2006; Kalas et al. 2008). FUrther
more, pia.nets can trap dust into resonant structures, 
which can appear as bright, overden .. regions like the 
brightness peak imaged here and in the mm at r ~ 0.4" 
(e.g. Liou and Zook 1999; Kuchner and Holman 2003; 
Stark and Kuchner 2008). As argued by Wyatt et • .1. 
(2006) and Maness et al. (2008), the detectability of the 
resonant structure may be wavelength dependent. Large 
grains producing rom emission are fragments of the col
liding planetesimals in resonance, but cannot be rapidly 
removed by radiative forces. Thus they can trace the par
ent body resonant structure. Small, (sub)-micron sized 
grains likewise may trace resonant structure since they 
are preferentially produced in the most collisionally ac
tive, highest density regions and are otherwise quickly 
removed by radiation pressure. Grains with intermedi-

ate sizes producing emission at intermediate wavelengths 
(e.g. thermal ffi) can be pushed out of resonance by ra
diation pr .. stire/PR drag but are not small enough to 
be rapidly removed from the system (Wyatt et al. 2006; 
tbough see Kuchner and Stark 2010). Thus, it is possible 
that our near-IR image, when combined with the mm 
image, identifies planet-induced structure. 

FUrther near-IR and (sub)mm imaging is required 
to . verify whether the SB profiles and brightness 
asymmetries are bona fide evidence for an embedded 
planet. The current state-<>f-the-art near-to-mid ffi 
high-contrast imaging facilities like the Large Binocu
lar Telescope have already sbown great promise for re
solving disk's like HD 32297's in scattered light and 
imaging self-luminous gas giant planets (Rodigas et al. 
2012; Skemer et al. 2012) ~nd upcoming planet im
agers like SC&AO on Subaru, GPI on Gemini-South, 
and SPHERE on the. VLT will be even more capa
ble (Esposito et al. 2011; Martinache and Guyon 2009; 
Macintosh et al. 2008; Beuzit et al. 2008). Moreover, the 
thermal IR is well suited for imaging exoplanets with a 
wide range of ages (e.g. Marois et .al. 2010; Currie et al. 
2011b; Rodigaa et al. 2011), especially for stars like HD 
32297 whose bright, edge-on debris disk degrades planet 
sensitivity limits in the near-IR. Imaging with the Ata
cama Larye Millimeter Array (ALMA) can resolve the 
HD 32297 debris disk up to factor of ~ 50 better than 
the CARMA observations reported by Maness et al. and 
thus will provide a far better probe of any planet-induced 
structure in the HD 32297 debris disk. 
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Filter /Wavelength 

B/0.4380 
V /0.545 
J / I.235 
H / I.002 
K , 2.159 
3:37 
4.62 
8 
11.2 
11.66 
12.08 
16 
18.3 
22.19 
24 
70 
90 
160 
:300 

TABLE 3 
HD 32297 PHOTOMETRIC DATA 

Flux (mJy) aFlux (mJy) 

1836.74 28.75 
2012.91 24.10 
1341.80 34.96 
913.48 SO.58 
6U .41 11.95 
280.23 8.21 
151.28 3.78 
6.5.18 2.75 
49.9 2.1 
53 5.3 
55.25 1.20 
71.28 2.53 
90 13.5 
212.99 5.55 
225.2 4.82 
850 60 
823.2 116 
<460 
5.1 1.1 

Sow,," 

TYCHO-II(tr6JlAl 
TYCHO-II(trans 
2MASS 
2MASS 
2MASS 
WlSE 
WISE 
IRSep 
Filzg&old et.1. (2007) 
Moerdum et 01. (2007) 
WlSE 
IRSep 
Moerchen et at. (2007) 
WlSE 
IRSep 
mSep 
AKARI 
IRSep 
CARMAjM .. ess et 01. (2008) 

NOTE. - TYCHO-Il(tram) refers to TYCHO-II catalog data transformed into 
the standard Johnson-Cousms photometric II}'8tem. IRSep refers to the IRS en
hanced products dataset as queried from the NASA/ IPAC Infrared Science Archive. 

TABLE 4 
HD 32297 SED MODELING ~ULTS 

Mode! 10 RMS RtJud,l (AU) ~'U",, ::t Rd""t,S PI p, P3 al (I'm) ., ., 
1 0.23 85 0.94 0.095 
2 0.08 85 86 0.72 0.39 0.004 0 .197 
3 0.16 1.21 21.00 0 0 0.39 0.41 
4 0.17 55.64 527.58 1 1 0.30 0.99 
5 0.21 15.60 97.50 0 1 0.91 2.86 
6 0.15· 45 110 0.80 0.31 0:39 0.025 
7 0.05 85 86 85 0.84 0.61 0.45 0.006 0.024 0.725 
8 0.09 14 45 110 7.27 0.80 0.31 1.59 0.39 0.03 
9 0.06 1.1 45 110 0.37 0.77 0.43 0.70 0.37 0.20 

NOTE. RMS refers to the fit residu&ls relative to the flux rmBrd - VU::::z..oA,/Flta, j2jN , 
where N is the number of flux deru;ity mea.surements (18). R.N.t refers to the dust rin~8 steUocentric 
dlsta.nce, '/3 is the Rarticle emissivity power law, and a is the gtain size'.Iu microns, w ere 271'a :0::: ).0 
(see Backman et aI. 1992), Values in bold are fixed (or a given model run, whereas others are 'fitted' 
values , 
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FIG. 1.- Reduced image (top) and signal·to-noise map (bottom) for ow NIRC2 HD 32297 dat&. The coiorbar depicting units for the 
image Me in counts, whereas they range from 0 to 90' for the signal-to-noise map. The central dark region identifies the coronagraphic spot 
(r = 0.3"). The panels have the same size scale. 
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FIG. 2.- (Top) Our image from the t<¥I panel of FlgurealrediBPlayed witU!1il different color ~ch to better illustrate the significance 
of our disk detection at the smallest &epW&tions (r =0,3-0.6") and the brightness asymmetry. (Bottom) Our ima.ge re5amp1ed to the 
same spatial resolution as the Paloma:r/WCS image from Mawet et a1. (2009). The green crQIJB Identifies the p06itiOD (and positional 
uncertainties) of the peak brightness in the millimeter (Maness et al. 2008). Both panels are displa.yed in units of counts. 
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FIG. 3.- Disk FWHM (left) and position angle va. a.ngu.Iar separa.tion for the NE a.nd SW sides of the disk. The disk narrows at smaller 
Imgp:ar separa.tions. The two sides of the disk are offset il!- position angle by '" 3-411

; the disk curves towards the north starting at r = 
0.9' • 
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FIo. 4.- Surface brightness profileJI for the two sides of the disk In agreement with previous work (e.,. Schneider at al . 2(05), the disk 
exhiblts power law breaks at r = 1.5'1 and r ::::;: 1.1". We identify a strong jump in.surface brightn~ starting at r ~ 0.5-0.7"' . 
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FIe . 5.- Compari&ans ootween our best-fit power laws to the HD 32297 K. swf&ce brightness profi1e (SW side) and fitted power laws 
for 1.1-2.05 Ilm lID 32297 da.ta from Schneider et aI. (2005) aDd Debes et al. (2009). Our fits are generally much steeper. We find that 
the surface brightness profile interior to r '" 1" cannot be fit ,by a power law. 

FIG. 6.- Scattered light models incorporating different graJn properties/disk geometries: (left) 8. two-component Henyey~Greeni!ltein 
model with strongly forward scattering grains at small scattering angles but weakly scattering ODes at larger angles (larr;er projected 
separations) . (middle) a simple forward scattering grain model, (right) two isotropically scattering dust rings. The lefthand model best 
reproduces the disk SB profiles. The units aTe in counts. . 
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FIG. 7.- Comparisons between the modeled and. measured disk position angles (right). The,tria.ngle identHies the location of the mm 
brl~uess peak rrom Maness et &.1. (2008). We use the two-oomponent mode! with the dust ring centered. OD the star and with a 10 AU 
offset. 
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FIG. B.- Comparisons between the modeled aDd measured surface brightness profiles for a dust ring centered on the star (left) and one 
with a 5-10 AU pericenter offset (right; the SW side is 5-10 AU closer). Both, models reproduce the wavy sa profile. The offset makes the 
disk model qualitatively reproduce the differences in the observed sa peaks/ piatea.us at r < 1", although it degradee the model's fidelity 
at r > 1 II, especially on the SW side, where it is 8ubstantially underlumiDous. 
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FIG. 9. - SED model fits to the HD 32297 photometric data listed in Table 3: ModeLl (top-.left), Model 2 (top-right), Model 6 (bottom
left), a.nd Model 9 (bottom-right) 
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FIG. 10.- Images used to model hiBBing from LOCI processing. (Left) Our final image with' a fake disk added.. (Right) Our fin&llmage 
where we add the fake disk to each registered image and proce5:S the set of images with our pipeline. In bot}l cBlIes, we rotate the image to 
the parallactic angle of the first image ill the sequence (PA '" _15.06°), not to true north as we do in Figure L 
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FIG. 11.- (Top panels) Surface brightne88 (left) and disk FWHM (right) VB . a.ngula.r separation for the fe.ke disK. (Bottom panels) Ratio 
of tho "ob •• " .. d" (aI"" processing) and expected surf,.,. brigh"""·(left) and disk FWHM (right) vs. angular ".".,. .. 100. The dotted 
lines !dentify power-law fits to correct our sa and disk FWHM meaauremeotB for biasing. 
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FIG. 12.- Difference in poeftlon &ngle for the fake disk before and after processing. Our processing d04!Z not bias the disk astTometry by 
more than 1-:zG at any separ&tion. 
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APPENDIX 

CORRECTING FOR DISK PHOTOMETRIC! ASTROMETRIC BIASES WITH LOCI 

Th. LOCI-based PSF subtraction approach can bias the photometry and astrometry of point sources like planets and 
extended structure like disks (Lafreniere et al. 2007; Thalmann et al. 2011). For point source companions, imputing 
fake companions into registered images at a range of angular separations, proCessing these images, and then comparing 
the output to input fluxes and centroid positions of the fake sources corrects for these biases. Correcting bias'es for 
disks not viewed perfectly edge-onjpep.cil-thin is more difficult since we do not know, a priori, the disk's true FWHM, 
our ignorance of which also limits our ability to 'debias' other disk properties whose determination depends on the disk 
F"iHM (Le. surface brightness). Here we describe our method for mitigating LOCI-based photometric/astrometric 
biases, which largely follows that of Rodigas et al. (2012). 

We first construct model disks each with midplane brightnesses (and thus signai-to-noise ratios) about twice that of 
the processed, real disk image and surface brightness profiles comparable to the real disk profiles beyond r = 1". We 
con,ider two FWHM values of 0.2" and 0.25" at I", or ~ 2~0% largcr than the values we get between r = 0.3 and 
1" prior to applying the corrections we derive in this section (Figure 11, top panels). For both runs, we imput the fake 
disk into registered images, rerun our processing pipeline and·then compare the output and input surf&ce brightness 
profiles, disk thicknessee, and disk position angles. 

As shown in Figure 11 \middle and bottom panels), our proc~ssing minimially bi .. es the thinner model disk (FWHM 
= 0.2") exterior to r = I', reducing its surface brightness and thickness by no more than 20%. Interior to r = 1/1, the 
surface brightness and thickness drop to no less than 60-75% of their original values. Biasing for the FWHM = 0.25" 
disk (not shoWn) is only slightly more severe, resulting in an ad<,litional ~ S% (10%) drop at r > 1" (r < I") in SB 
and FWHM. For both fake disks, LOCI minimally biases the disk position angle measurements (Figure 12). 

The "oboerved" FWHM for the model with the initially thinner disk (FWHM =0.2") is ~ 10% smaller than the 
·ohEerved FWHM for the initially thicker disk (FWHM = 0.25/1) and more similar to that which we find for the real 
ED 32297 disk prior to applying any bias corrections. Thus, we derive throughput corrections for the disk surface 
brl.<!ltness and FWHM for the thinner disk, fitting a simple, unweighted power law to data between r = 0.3/1 and r = 
I.~ . 

The deviations in throughput for individual points vs. our thronghput function are as large as ~ 10-20%. However, 
our modeling errors for the disk SB and FWHM are larger in regions where biasing from LOCI is important and at. 
r > 1.5-2" where the disk is intrinsically much fainter. Therefore, we leave a. more detailed, robust calibration of 
disk parameters from LOCI-processed images to a future work where a higher SNR disk detection at r < 1/1 will help 

.improve our fitting precision. 




